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The Obama administration’s disastrous legacy in 
Syria is one of the most urgent issues confront-

ing the Trump administration. The former admin-
istration’s complacent approach to the Syrian con-
flict—toothless diplomacy based on wishful thinking 
and mistaken acquiescence to Moscow’s diplomatic 
schemes—has yielded a humanitarian catastrophe: 
a strengthened assad regime, an emboldened rus-
sia that has enhanced its limited geostrategic foot-
hold in the Middle East, an expanding Iranian mili-
tary intervention, and a fertile environment for the 
growth of Islamist extremism. 

The Obama administration left the Trump 
administration with few good options to mitigate 
the increasingly dire situation in Syria, which has 
generated destabilizing spillover effects that threat-
en U.S. national security interests and many allies, 
particularly Israel, Jordan, and Turkey. President 
Donald Trump and his administration should work 
with allies to defeat ISIS, contain the civil war with-
in Syria’s borders to minimize spillover effects that 
could destabilize U.S. allies, help Syria’s neighbors to 
shelter refugees so that they can remain close to their 
homes and stop migrating to Europe, and encourage 
arab allies to play a more responsible role in Syria on 
military, diplomatic, and humanitarian fronts. 

Obama’s Dismal Record in Syria
The Obama administration adopted a cautious 

stance in Syria that initially ruled out direct military 
action. It also initially balked at providing arms to 
Syrian rebel groups, arguing that such a policy would 
escalate the fighting and lead to higher civilian casual-
ties. Other countries stepped in to fill the vacuum and 
the fighting worsened anyway, escalating the Syrian 
crisis into a deepening regional crisis. Qatar, Saudi 
arabia, Turkey, and other Gulf states threw their 
support behind various Islamist groups that soon 
overshadowed nationalist groups and Syrian army 
defectors within the fragmented opposition camp. 
U.S. passivity contributed to the meteoric rise of the 
Islamic State (then known as ISIS), which was much 
better armed and financed than rival rebel groups and 
paid its fighters higher salaries.

In august 2012, President Obama warned the assad 
regime not to use illegal chemical weapons. assad 
ignored Obama and used chemical weapons repeatedly. 
In response, Obama reluctantly approved the provision 
of arms to certain Syrian rebel groups and threatened 
to bomb assad’s military forces. The President stepped 
back from the brink in September 2013 when Moscow 
seized the initiative by offering to broker a deal that 
would remove chemical weapons from Syria. The assad 
regime paid lip service to the agreement and shipped 
most of its chemical weapons out of the country, but it 
continues to use chlorine gas against its own people in 
violation of the chemical Weapons convention. 

President Obama’s vacillation on the use of force 
and failure to enforce his own red line against the 
use of chemical weapons exposed his adminis-
tration as a feckless adversary and unreliable ally. 
Meanwhile, russian President Vladimir Putin has 
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applied military force aggressively to prop up the 
assad regime and bolster russia’s regional influence. 
Putin, correctly anticipating little push back from 
Obama, sought to present the Trump administra-
tion with a fait accompli that would limit its options. 

Moscow’s deployment of missile air defense systems, 
air power, and limited ground forces already has sig-
nificantly constrained U.S. military options. Moscow 
has also sought to undermine U.S. diplomatic options 
by excluding Washington from the negotiations that 
produced the December 30 cease-fire and from a for-
mal role in peace talks in Kazakhstan—talks that are 
aimed at consolidating assad’s military gains rather 
than reaching genuine compromises to defuse the war. 

Time to Reset U.S. Syria Policy
The Obama administration’s half-hearted Syria 

policy failed disastrously at great cost to U.S. national 
interests and credibility. The administration failed to 
halt the carnage or block russian, Syrian, and Iranian 
efforts to impose a military solution. Washington’s 
alliance network in the Middle East has been weak-
ened and strained, and the emerging russia–Syria–
Iran axis has been strengthened. The biggest losers 
have been the Syrian people—more than 400,000 of 
whom have died in the fighting since 2011. 

The Trump administration should therefore:

 n Work with allies to defeat ISIS. President 
Trump has correctly identified the defeat of ISIS as 
a U.S. priority in Syria. But ISIS is by no means the 
only Islamist extremist threat there. al-Qaeda’s 
Syrian affiliate, Jabhat Fateh al-Sham (Front for 
the conquest of the Levant, or JFS), also poses a 
threat to the U.S. and has quietly put down deeper 
roots than ISIS. JFS recently merged with several 
smaller extremist groups and rebranded itself as 
hayat Tahrir al-Sham (Organization for the Lib-
eration of the Levant). Moreover, the war in Syria 
has become a proxy war between Sunni and Shiite 
extremists, including hezbollah and other pro-Ira-
nian forces that also pose threats to U.S. interests. 

Washington has few reliable allies inside Syria. Syr-
ian Kurdish militias tied to the Kurdistan Workers’ 
Party (PKK) are an effective military force, but close 
cooperation with them complicates relations with 

Turkey. ankara has been fighting the PKK, which 
has been designated as a terrorist group by both 
the U.S. and the European Union, off and on since 
1984. The Trump administration should end U.S. 
support for Syrian Kurdish militias linked to the 
PKK. To stabilize Syria in the long run, Washington 
and ankara must agree on which groups to support 
and cooperate closely in providing that support. 

Non-Islamist rebel groups in northern Syria have 
been weakened by defections, in part due to a lack 
of external support, as Turkey threw its support 
behind the Muslim Brotherhood and Saudi ara-
bia and Qatar favored even more radical Salafist 
groups. But in southern Syria, the Southern Front, 
a coalition of secular, moderate, and tribal militias 
supported by Jordan, France, and the U.S., may be 
more reliable allies, particularly in securing the 
Jordanian border and preventing ISIS infiltration.

Washington should press Turkey, other NaTO allies, 
Saudi arabia, and other Gulf allies to contribute 
significant ground troops and special operations 
forces to defeat ISIS on the ground inside Syria. The 
U.S. could provide advisers, air support, logistical 
support, airlift, intelligence, surveillance, search 
and rescue support, and other enablers. Meanwhile, 
the U.S. should reassess its aid program for Syrian 
rebels and continue aid only to non-Islamist groups 
willing and able to fight ISIS effectively. It must also 
do a better job of vetting them to prevent arms from 
falling into the wrong hands. 

 n Contain and mitigate the destabilizing spill-
over effects of Syria’s civil war. Washington 
must focus on preventing the fighting from spill-
ing over Syria’s borders to threaten U.S. allies, 
limiting the flow of refugees to Europe and help-
ing to take care of them closer to their homes, and 
preventing Syria from becoming a sanctuary for 
Islamist terrorists. The U.S. should work closely 
with allies to staunch the flow of foreign fighters 
into Syria and to monitor and disrupt the flow of 
Islamist extremists out of Syria. This requires a 
robust, multi-pronged, global effort to dismantle 
the foreign-fighter pipeline and counter the radi-
cal Islamist ideology that motivates new recruits.1

1. See Lisa Curtis, “Combatting the ISIS Foreign Fighter Pipeline: A Global Approach,” Heritage Foundation Special Report No. 180, January 6, 
2016, http://thf-reports.s3.amazonaws.com/2015/SR180.pdf.
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roughly half of Syria’s 20 million people have 
been displaced by the fighting, with more than 5 
million refugees fleeing the country. Most of the 
refugees were fleeing from attacks by the russia–
Syria–Iran axis, not from ISIS, which blocked the 
exit of Syrians from its “caliphate.” Moscow has 

“weaponized” the refugees by stampeding them 
out of Syria, making them an increasing burden 
on Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey, and the European 
Union. 

President Trump has proposed the establish-
ment of vaguely defined “safe zones” to protect 
refugees in Syria and the surrounding region. 
refugee sanctuaries already exist in Jordan, 
Iraqi Kurdistan, Lebanon, and Turkey. Washing-
ton should offer more humanitarian aid to sup-
port refugees there and lighten the burden on the 
host countries, but it should rule out the deploy-
ment of U.S. forces inside Syria to maintain safe 
zones. This would be a costly, risky, open-ended 
military mission that would make the U.S. a party 
to the conflict. The best contribution that Wash-
ington can make to protecting Syrian refugees is 
to focus on defeating ISIS and support a political 
settlement that ends the fighting and allows the 
refugees to return home.

 n Avoid legitimizing the roles of Russia or Iran 
in Syria. Neither russia nor Iran is a useful ally 
against ISIS and both actively undermine U.S. 
national interests and allies. russia has paid lip 
service to the fight against ISIS, but has launched 
most of its air strikes against other rebel groups, 
including some supported by the U.S. Siding with 
russia, which has been accused of committing 
war crimes in Syria, would discredit the U.S. in 
the eyes of most Syrians and many Sunni arabs 
outside of Syria. The Trump administration 
should not repeat either its predecessor’s overes-
timation of Moscow’s willingness to cooperate in 
Syria or its underestimation of Moscow’s interest 
in undermining U.S. influence in the Middle East.  

although most attention has been focused on 
russia’s air campaign, Iran and its surrogates 
have spearheaded most of the assad regime’s 
ground offensives. Tehran’s sectarian policies 
have made a bad situation worse by fueling Sunni 
arab support for ISIS in Syria as well as in Iraq. 
In the long run, Iran poses a much greater threat 
than ISIS or al-Qaeda.

 n Encourage Arab allies to play a more respon-
sible military, diplomatic, and humanitar-
ian role in Syria. Some of america’s arab allies 
have supported Sunni extremist groups against 
the assad regime and Iran, which they view as 
their greatest enemy. Kuwait, Qatar, and Saudi 
arabia continue to turn a blind eye to the activi-
ties of fundraisers for Islamist extremist groups 
seeking donations from private individuals in 
their kingdoms. The U.S. should press all of its 
allies to crack down on the flow of such funds and 
insist that rebel groups they support break all ties 
with JFS. Washington also should ask its allies to 
deploy more military forces to attack ISIS and 
provide greater aid for Syrian refugees. 

An Important Test Case 
hard power wielded by ruthless regimes tri-

umphed over the Obama administration’s self-
proclaimed “smart power” approach to Syria. The 
Trump administration has inherited a deteriorating 
situation in the heart of the Middle East that gener-
ates destabilizing spillover effects that threaten 
many U.S. allies. President Trump should not repeat 
Obama’s mistakes in trusting Putin’s cynical diplo-
macy and accommodating Iran. his administration 
should concentrate on protecting U.S. national secu-
rity interests and allies, rather than seeking illusory 
diplomatic agreements that are quickly violated by 
its adversaries.
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